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Tickets to college sports—and men’s and women’s Division I college basketball in 
particular—may appear on the surface no different than tickets members of the 
public may buy to attend professional sporting events. But unlike professional 
franchises, colleges are non-profit organizations and, in many cases, public 
institutions. Decisions around ticket prices do not reflect an actual marketplace, but 
internal calculations and decisions that necessarily reflect a value placed on the 
event by the institution. This distinction is critical because previous research shows 
that lower-priced events are perceived as lower quality and less worth watching or 
attending. Our review of ticket prices for men’s and women’s Division I college 
basketball for the 2008-2009 season considered entry fees charged by 292 
institutions at various seating levels, including season ticket packages and single 
game tickets. Our results showed significant gender gaps at every pricing and 
seating level with colleges charging a premium for male play. This gap persisted 
even among teams identified by the NCAA as top-ranked women’s teams with large 
fan followings. Analysis of attendance figures further showed that the gender 
differential in price across schools is not accounted for by differences in attendance. 
Because athletics, and particularly college basketball, have an increasingly 
prominent cultural profile, the practice of effectively de-valuing women on the court 
has implications off the court as well. The results support the broader contention 
that women athletes—as women in traditionally male arenas—continue to face 
institutional discrimination that is camouflaged as sensible economic practice. 
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